Purpose: present and assess clinical protocols and associated automated workflow for pre-surgical functional magnetic resonance imaging in brain tumor patients. Methods: Protocols were validated using a single-subject reliability approach based on 10 healthy control subjects. Results from the automated workflow were evaluated in 9 patients with brain tumors, comparing fMRI results to direct electrical stimulation (DES) of the cortex. Results: Using a new approach to compute single-subject fMRI reliability in controls, we show that not all tasks are suitable in the clinical context, even if they show meaningful results at the group level. Comparison of the fMRI results from patients to DES showed good correspondence between techniques (odds ratio 36). Conclusion: Providing that validated and reliable fMRI protocols are used, fMRI can accurately delineate eloquent areas, thus providing an aid to medical decision regarding brain tumor surgery.
Introduction
In medicine, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is typically used to image the structure of organs. MRI is however also used to obtain information about perfusion, diffusion, vascularization and physico-chemical state of tissues. Functional MRI (fMRI) is a technique that measures hemodynamic changes after enhanced neural activity [1] , allowing to image non-invasively and with relatively high spatiotemporal resolution, the entire network of brain areas engaged when subjects undertake particular tasks [2] . Soon after its inception, fMRI has been used for clinical cases [3] . Nowadays, clinical research using fMRI encompasses many areas of neurology, from developmental, psychiatric, and dementia related disorders to strokes and brain tumors [4] . Despite the popularity of fMRI in cognitive and clinical research and its proven utility for surgical planning [5] , it is not used extensively in day to day clinical practice. There are four main reasons for this: (i) fMRI requires special equipment, (ii) dedicated protocols must be in place, (iii) collected data have to be post-processed to obtain a final image, and (iv) results from analyses must be made available to the clinicians in a usable format.
fMRI delineates areas of the brain involved in motor or cognitive functions (so called eloquent areas) by asking patients to perform different tasks whilst image time-series are acquired. For motor related areas, a simple finger tapping (mapping the primary motor cortex) or more complex finger sequences (mapping the premotor cortex) may, for instance, be performed. For language areas, visual or auditory stimuli are presented whilst scanning, and patients perform different tasks such as reading, listening, repeating, etc. All patients must perform several trials, and crucially these trials must be synchronized with image acquisition. The tight coupling between stimulus presentation, task and image acquisition is mandatory for the statistical analysis, contrasting task periods versus rest periods, or contrasting different tasks periods against each other ( Figure 1 ). This implies that MRI compatible equipment is available to interface between the scanner and the software used to design the tasks. The fMRI hardware, is also used to deliver instructions to the patient via MRI compatible headphones, screen, goggles, etc. and possibly also to record behavioral responses (via e.g. microphone, response pads), all of this in phase with the image acquisition. Typically, such equipment is available in research centers but not hospitals, constituting an obstacle to day-to-day application of fMRI.
In many university hospitals, research centers with fMRI equipment are present on site (and even sometimes in or next to the clinical department), and therefore patients can be scanned without the need for transportation to a different location. To ensure good clinical practice, established fMRI protocols must however be in place. These protocols must allow the mapping of given brain areas with high specificity. Because, there are many possible tasks to map the same brain area [6, 7] and these have also been developed for group studies, there are no 'off-the-shelf' protocols that can be used to elicit reliable activations at the single subject level. It is therefore mandatory to establish standards to define 'good clinical fMRI protocols' and create such protocols to establish fMRI as a clinical tool. Figure 1 . Illustration of hardware setting for fMRI: (i) on the left side is shown EPI data acquired by an MRI scanner with a repetition time of 2.5 sec; (2) in the middle a dedicated computer with specific hardware monitors the scanner data acquisition while presenting stimuli at specified times (3) on the right is a series of stimuli showed inside the scanner using MR compatible goggles, corresponding to our verb generation task. The synchronization between the MR images acquired (left) and the stimuli presented (right) is mandatory to contrast brain images acquired while the patient was seeing words vs. seeing noise stimuli.
Assuming that such protocols are in place, and can be run by trained radiographers, the data must be processed before reporting because, in contrast to standard structural imaging (e.g. T1 or T2 weighted images), there is no direct output from the scanner. Although scanner manufacturers offer fMRI acquisition mode, which in theory allow obtaining results after a scanning session, the schemas are extremely rigid and do not fit modern complex protocols. Off-line analyses must therefore take place, and this can take from half an hour to several hours depending on the length of the processing pipeline, number of tasks performed, the complexity of the analyses, and the hardware used. Such analysis also requires expert knowledge. Together, these constitute another strong deterrent to clinical fMRI. We believe that this complexity in data analysis can be overcome by creating automated analysis workflows that (i) allow checking data quality and analysis and, (ii) output 'ready-to-use' reports and images.
The images produced by fMRI software and the images used in the clinical environment have different format. This might seem trivial but it is still a major problem. Data coming out of the MRI scanner are in the DICOM format (http://dicom.nema.org/) but researchers using fMRI typically convert them to NIfTI format (Neuroimaging Informatics Technology Initiative http://nifti.nimh.nih.gov/) because it has many advantages for research use, and in particular it facilitates interoperability among software. In addition to changing format, data are often deidentified, making the conversion back to DICOM and its use on clinical PACS and other tools like neuro-navigation difficult.
Having previously developed a set of tasks suitable for patients [8] , we present here (i) a validation of those protocols, showing higher within than between-subjects reliability and (ii) an automated analysis pipeline from data transfer to reporting, fitting with the busy day-to-day clinical practice. Pipeline analysis and optimization can take many different forms, but this is out of the scope of this article. We focus here on the implementation of such pipeline using open source software and the clinical validity of the results obtained.
Materials and Methods

Participants
All participants (healthy controls and patients) signed a written informed consent for this study that was approved by the NHS Lothian ethics committee.
Protocol validation in healthy controls
We investigated the within-subject reliability of the 5 tasks described in Gorgolewski et al. (2013 -[9] ): one motor task to map the hand, foot and lips regions of the motor cortex, three language related tasks to map the auditory cortex, Wernicke and Broca areas, one attentional task to map the intraparietal cortex (IPC). For each task, ten healthy participants (four males and six females, of which three were left-handed and seven right-handed according to their own declaration, with a median age at the time of first scan of 52.5 years; min=50, max=58 years) underwent two separate sessions and the reliability of activation maps was assessed. We consider a protocol as clinically valid when areas of activations are more reliable within-subjects than across subjects. Concretely that means that despite the same region of the brain being activated across subjects (for instance the hand area), the obtained maps must be more similar when repeated over two sessions in a given subjects than across subjects.
For every subject, T1 volumes from both sessions were coregistered, resliced and averaged using SPM8 [10] . A Diffeomorphic Anatomical Registration Through Exponentiated Lie Algebra (DARTEL) template was created using averages from all subjects [11] and a brain mask was estimated from each average using the FSL [12] Brain Extraction Tool (BET). The first 4 volumes, during which the scanner reaches steady state, of every EPI sequence were discarded and the remaining images were slice time corrected. Motor sequences of 3 left-handed subjects were flipped along the Z-Y plane. For every subject, all slice time corrected volumes from all tasks and sessions were realigned and resliced to their mean to remove motion artefacts. The mean volume was coregistered to the T1weighted volume between session average. The obtained affine transformation from the mean EPI to the T1 was then applied to headers of realigned files. Each EPI volume was then normalized using the DARTEL template and corresponding flow field and smoothed with 8mm full width halfmaximum Gaussian kernel. Each session was analyzed separately, with a General Linear Model [13] being used to fit a design matrix consisting of an autoregressive filtering matrix (AR1) and task, realignment (6 parameters), high pass filter (128 Hz), and artefacts (one per artefact) regressors. Only voxels within previously estimated brain mask were included in model fitting. For an overview of pre-processing and first level analysis see Gorgolewski et al. (2013 -[8] ).
For each session and task, contrasts of interest were computed and the resulting statistical parametric maps were thresholded using an adaptive technique, developed for single-subject analyses [14] . Dice coefficients were next computed within-subject (i.e. between the 2 sessions) and between-subjects (i.e. the average of all within-session map overlaps across subject pairs). The Harrell-Davis estimates of the median were then compared using percentile bootstraps: 95% confidence intervals and p-values are reported for each map separately and statistical significance was obtained using a False Discovery Rate (FDR) correction over all measures of location (q=5% [15] ). Since, the validation is based on healthy volunteers, a-priori location of eloquent areas may be determined. Results are thus reported for the full brain and for task specific region of interest (ROI), namely the motor cortex, Wernicke area, Broca area, and the right IPC. These ROI were constructed using probability maps available in the anatomy toolbox [16, 17] and were resliced to DARTEL template dimensions.
Automated analysis pipeline
A fully automated analysis workflow ( Figure 2 ) was created to analyze tasks showing high withinsubject reliability: (1) motor task showing activations for the hand, foot and lip areas, (2) auditory language task showing activations of the auditory cortex and Wernicke area, (3) the verb generation task showing activations of the supplementary motor area and Broca area. The workflow relies on multiple open source software packages as well as Matlab®.
From a data handling and format perspective, the pipeline can be split into three parts: (i) obtain raw DICOM image, anonymize and convert to NIfTI; (ii) do the actual data analysis; (iii) transform images back to DICOM re-attaching patient's information. From the scanner, identifiable DICOM data are stored on a secure server. The data are then de-identified using DICOM Confidential [18] and converted to NIfTI using dcm2nii from the MRIcron suite [19] and transferred onto a dataprocessing server. DICOM Confidential is a policy-driven DICOM de-identification toolkit developed in Java. It provides great flexibility regarding both what data should be protected and how to do it. Although the library comes with a number of ready-made classes that cover the most usual requirements, users can develop their own Java classes to accommodate their needs. Using DICOMconfidential allows us to strip identifiers from the DICOM headers and simultaneously generate a mapping file where the patient identification number is linked to a randomly generated pseudoidentifier that substitutes it in the header of MRI files. Once transferred, the de-identified and converted data (now in NIfTI format) are processed via a Matlab based script that calls dedicated pipelines (one for anatomical images and one per fMRI task). Each pipeline relies on the PSOM engine (20) which allows 1to avoid stopping the workflow by capturing errors if any and 2returning reports of the data analysis steps performed. Each pipeline relies on SPM to analyze the fMRI data [10] and updates a report file initiated in a script. At the end of each pipeline, the result images are 'printed' as series of slice pictures in JPEG format which are then converted to DICOM, re-attaching the patients' CHI. This last conversion is performed using the jpg2dcm java utility [21] . All the results are then copied onto a shared NHS/University server.
Workflow evaluation
Each pipeline calls routines from SPM [10] for the data analysis in conjunction with custom functions to determine e.g. outlier data points. Critically, the statistical thresholding depends on the Gamma-Gaussian Mixture model of the t values to set a cluster forming threshold, allowing separating activations from noise with a balance between the type I and type II error rates [14] . This thresholding technique is at the heart of the data analysis, since controlling the type II error rate is crucial for surgery. Here we evaluated the robustness of this approach by (1) comparing the activation pattern found in 9 patients (see table 1 for demographic information) with direct electrical stimulation (DES - [22] , [23] ) performed during surgery and (2) comparing the adaptive thresholding technique with a more standard fixed threshold approach, i.e. thresholding each map at p=.001 uncorrected to set a cluster forming threshold. In both cases, once a map was formed, a cluster-wise false discovery rate with q=0.05 was used, to control false positive clusters [24] . DES was used as ground truth and true/false positives and negatives activations were defined in reference with DES effects (Figure 3) . The association between fMRI and DES was tested using a two-tailed Fisher's exact test. The data are available through the UK data service (http://ukdataservice.ac.uk/) under collection name: 'A neuroimaging dataset of brain tumour patients' [25] . 
Results
Protocol validation
For the motor task, in which participants moved alternatively their hand, foot or lips, 10 out of 10 subjects show significant activations in both sessions and a significantly higher within-subject than between-subjects reliability was observed ( For the three language tasks, higher reliability within-subject than between-subjects was also observed. For the overt word repetition task, 9 out of 10 subjects show significant activations in both sessions. The full brain pattern of activity and Wernicke area show more reliable significant activations within than between-subjects (Table 3) . For covert and overt verb generation tasks, both full brain pattern of activity were more reliable within than between-subjects. Only the covert verb generation task showed reliable results for Broca area (Table 3 ). In the covert verb generation task, 10 out of 10 subjects show significant activations in both sessions, while in the overt verb generation task only 7 out of 10 subjects show significant activations in both sessions. Comparison of the two tasks (paired bootstrap test) over Broca area and its homologue show a significant difference (p=0.001) in favor of the covert verb generation task with 6 out of 7 subjects showing a bigger between sessions overlap.
For the attentional task, subjects had to decide which of two lines are bigger or smaller. This so-called landmark task is an fMRI substitute for the line bisection task used in clinical context. This task tests for the presence of unilateral spatial neglect by asking to mark with a pencil the centre of a series of horizontal lines. Here, no significant difference between within-subjects' overlaps and betweensubjects' overlaps were observed (Table 4 ). Although 10 out of 10 subjects show significant activations in both sessions, locations were variables and show minimal overlaps. 
Workflow evaluation
For all patients analyzed, the workflow processed the data without difficulties returning reports, lateralization indices for language tasks (when performed), and activation maps. A total of 21 activations maps were analyzed, showing a good correspondence between fMRI and DES. Five patients underwent DES and fMRI for motor region mapping with 10 sites tested. Five patients (four different patients and one also tested for the motor task) underwent DES and fMRI to map Broca area with also 10 sites tested. Finally, only 1 patient (one also tested for the motor task) underwent DES and fMRI to map Wernicke area. 
Discussion
To validate fMRI tasks that can be used confidently in clinical practice, we assessed the reliability of activations maps using Dice coefficients. A typical issue related to reliability metrics is to establish what a good reliability value is. Here, we defined a protocol as valid when it showed a strong withinsubject reliability that is, a higher within-subject map overlap than between-subjects map overlap. Whilst in previous research, the group maps were tested, our approach statistically tests how reliable a task is at the subject level. Our approach is particularly relevant in the clinical context since overall the same areas are expected to be activated across healthy participants, although in patients nonclassical areas could take over various functions because of a slow growing tumor. Assuming that true activations are those that are reliable, then this approach allows deciding if a task is suitable for clinical purposes or not.
Results indicate that the motor task, the covert word repetition and verb generation are suitable. The overt verb generation showed some degree of reliability, although not for Broca area. This task was the same duration as the covert verb generation task, and thus lacked power since sparse sampling was used to allow participants to answer. It is likely that increasing the number of trials would increase its reliability, but total scanning time should also be considered. When working with clinical populations it is essential to have short scanning sessions (each tasks here last ~5 min to make them compatible with busy clinical departments, whilst some tasks in cognitive neuroscience can last up to an hour or more). The landmark task showed a strong activation around the right inferior parietal gyrus at the group level, an area also known to cause hemi-neglect if injured [26] . Yet, no clear activations were observed in this region at the subject level, thus exhibiting poor reliability. This may be explained by a high within-subject scanner noise relative to the present hemodynamic changes as well as the cognitive complexity of the task. Activation of the right IPC are observed at the group level because the within-subject variance is discarded. This last result also demonstrates that tasks which have been successfully used in cognitive neuroscience to study some brain regions (at the group level) can be useless for clinical application in individuals. This in turn highlights the need to within-subject reliability analyses to validate protocols.
The use of a dedicated analysis workflow in the clinical context demonstrates the feasibility of clinical fMRI with all patients successfully, automatically analyzed. In most cases, valuable information was gained from thresholded maps offering computer-aided medical decision. In some instances, looking at an unthresholded map may be useful to find additional areas, and such cases point to the need to still have an fMRI expert to go over the report and check activation maps, in liaison with the radiologist and neurosurgeon.
There was a good correspondence between fMRI and DES (only 3/21 discrepancies), which suggests that it might be possible in the future to substitute fMRI for DES. Indeed, despite being the gold standard, DES does not allow the surgeons to draw unequivocal conclusions about the role of stimulated areas' [23] , just like fMRI. fMRI has however the advantage of being non-invasive, and to possibly reveal cases where surgery is too risky (eloquent areas around the tumor or even inside the tumor) thus providing invaluable information to surgeons and to patients alike.
